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Moving can be one of the most stressful times of the year, but it does not have to be. Kira Brown, marketing director for P.B. Bell,
shared how hassle-free the process of moving in at The View at Cascade can be.  She also shared some tips from P.B. Bell’s
preferred home organization partner, Bridges Conner, from Get Organized with Bridges, so no matter where you move it can be
stress-free and easy.

 

Moving in at The View at Cascade

          P.B. Bell truly wants your move to go as smoothly as possible. At The View at Cascade, there is a move in concierge service that will
coordinate a pickup time and actually pick up your packed boxes and prepped furniture and transport them to your new apartment home. Once
the packages arrive, they will then professionally unpack and organize for you, for an additional fee. This cuts out all the physical stress and
pain of moving and even helps you get settled in faster than usual.

         Another factor that will be taken out of the moving process is disposing of the packing boxes. As part of their valet recycling and waste
program, your flattened move in boxes can be left outside your door and they will be picked up each night. This allows you to decrease clutter in
your new home and the boxes will not go to waste.

         P.B. Bell knows how important resident connectivity is too. They have a dedicated Cox Communications representative that will coordinate
with you to install Internet and television services. Moving won’t be able to set you back at work, school, or even catching up on your favorite
television shows.

         Once you move in, The View at Cascade’s concierge service can start helping you immediately. After they are done settling you with the
move, they can then plan dinner reservations or even a treatment at a local spa. You might not know where the best places in your new area
are and the concierge will be there to show you the way.

        The View at Cascade is finalizing construction now and residents can move in at the end of November. They are giving away a
complimentary move in and organize to one of the first 25 applicants, which is valued up to $2000. This lasts from the opening of the community
until late Fall.

 Moving Tips from Get Organized with Bridges

It is important to always scrunch up a lot of paper on the bottoms of boxes when you pack. This allows for a good cushion and can keep
your items safe during the move.
Always pack items vertical in the boxes. Dishes and glassware are a perfect example. When the items are arranged like this, it alleviates
the pressure if the box is not handled carefully.
Don’t forget to label each box, and provide what room it needs to go in. This will allow for the boxes to go in the right room upon arrival
and you can immediately start the unpacking process.
Lastly, if possible, hang a copy of the floor plane for the movers to see. This will help them when it comes to placing the furniture and
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you will not have to direct them around on move-in day.
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